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1. Introduction 

Information and communications technology (ICT) has been the driving force behind game-

changing innovations and socioeconomic transformations, which are shaping our economy 

and society at multiple levels. New technological advancements, such as artificial intelligence, 

have been transforming the manufacturing and service sectors, and have ushered a plethora 

of innovations, which are changing the way people interact, work and live. ICT-enabled 

financial infrastructure, smart grids, disaster risk management, intelligent transport system 

and trade facilitation are just some of the examples that have become the critical backbone 

of our economy and society, built on the extensive, ubiquitous and seamless broadband 

connectivity. At another level, ICT plays a catalytic role in modernizing government services, 

and enhancing the quality of interactions with businesses and citizens, while enabling a whole 

range of socioeconomic applications and services. In this context, ICT has been increasingly 

recognized as an indispensable development enabler that contributes to and accelerates the 

achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  

In particular, broadband infrastructure development has gained global attention for its unique 

role in promoting universal, sustainable, ubiquitous and meaningful access to ICTs and 

associated socioeconomic benefits. Despite the potential, however, the digital divide— 

measured by fixed broadband subscription—is evidenced as widening between developed and 

developing countries, in particular low-income countries in Asia and the Pacific. According to 

a study conducted by the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the 

Pacific (ESCAP), 1  20 countries in the region have not made progress in expanding fixed 

broadband in the past 15 years. An intensified fixed broadband concentration in East Asia also 

demonstrated a significant sub-regional broadband divide.  

Against this background, this working paper aims to examine the effect of open international 

gateways on broadband connectivity markets, for the ultimate objective of increasing 

affordability, availability and resilience of broadband networks in the region. International 

gateways provide access to international terrestrial, submarine and satellite systems and 

manage incoming and outgoing international voice and data traffic. Considering the fact that 

international gateways establish interconnections between domestic and international 

networks and determine the affordability of broadband access, an enabling regulation on 

international gateways is an essential instrument in increasing broadband affordability and 

expanding access. International gateways also play a critical role in addressing potential 

bottlenecks in data traffic that can have significant repercussions on downstream national 

markets.  

                                                                 
1 ESCAP, State of ICT in Asia and the Pacific 2016: Uncovering the Widening Broadband Divide (Bangkok, 2016). 

Available from http://www.unescap.org/resources/state-ict-asia-and-pacific-2016-uncovering-widening-

broadband-divide. 
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This report has been developed in support of the Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway (AP-

IS),2 a regional broadband connectivity initiative. It aims to be a catalyst to develop seamless 

regional broadband networks, improve their affordability, reliance, resilience and coverage, 

and thereby narrow the broadband divide in the region. By developing an enabling Internet 

ecosystem, the initiative will stimulate the development of the digital economy and help 

accelerate the achievement of SDGs. The findings and recommendations emanating from this 

report will contribute to the AP-IS implementation in the area of developing physical ICT 

infrastructure, and improving Internet traffic and network management.3 

It is hoped that the findings of this report will stimulate discussions among policy- and 

decision-makers, private sector, academia and think tanks on how regional broadband 

connectivity could be shaped to achieve inclusive broadband and develop digital economy for 

the achievement of SDGs. Subsequently, it is anticipated that concrete policy and regulatory 

updates, financing and investment requirements, and implementation modalities would 

emerge from the discussions and pave the way to realize the vision of the AP-IS. 

 

2. International Gateways 

2.1 The Importance of International Transit 

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines an international gateway as: 

Any facility through which electronic communications (voice, data, and video) can be 

sent between the domestic networks of one country and another.  

The international gateways thus provide access to international cable systems (often 

submarine) or satellite systems, and manage incoming and outgoing international voice and 

data traffic by connecting national networks to regional and global systems. Most developed 

countries are connected by numerous and redundant international links, which are often 

available at Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) to deliver Internet traffic to national infrastructure 

operators. Backhaul then connects between international gateways and access networks, 

which provide end users with Internet services. The function of an international gateway is 

illustrated in Figure 1. 

 

  

                                                                 
2 ESCAP, "Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway". Available from http://www.unescap.org/our-work/ict-

disaster-risk-reduction/asia-pacific-information-superhighway. 
3 The AP-IS pillars focus on: (1) physical infrastructure development, (2) Internet and network management, (3) 

enhancing e-resilience, and (4) inclusive broadband. 
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Figure 1: Function of an international gateway 

 

Source: Diffraction Analysis. 

 

If a country were to be disconnected from international Internet transit for data traffic, its 

Internet users would still be able to access the online content produced and hosted in their 

own country. But that is only if local Internet service providers have the facilities and 

capabilities to exchange traffic between themselves through a local IXP. The consequences of 

a disconnect from the outside world could thus be more damaging for developing countries, 

as they often have limited locally-produced content, and limited or no IXP for data exchange, 

resulting in a higher dependency on international links and data traffic. Contrastingly, in 

Western Europe and North America, the higher number of IXPs makes it easier for local service 

providers to exchange content and find new routes in case of disruptions on an international 

link. 

In summary, international gateways allow interconnections between domestic and 

international networks, but that very role makes them potential bottlenecks for data traffic, 

which can have significant repercussions on the affordability in downstream national markets. 

 

Country A Country B 
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2.2 Broadband Value Chain Components and their Impact on End 

User Products and Prices 

In this section, the broadband value chain components and their impacts on downstream 

markets and end users will be examined in more detail. Various players and types of facilities 

are involved in the delivery of a broadband service to the end user. 

• At the top of the chain are the international links that carry data traffic from major 

IXPs or other peering facilities to the boundary of the service provider’s country. 

International links can be satellite links, submarine fibre-optic cables, terrestrial fibre-

optic cables, and sometimes even microwave links. 

• International gateways allow the connection between international links and the 

domestic networks of operators. The gateways are mainly composed of active 

equipment of international links and switching equipment belonging to domestic 

operators. Co-location space is required so that operators can host some of their 

equipment, usually a node of their national backbone. 

• National backbone networks of operators carry traffic between major nodes, 

including international gateways and central offices. Most of the time, these networks 

rely on fibre-optic cables as well as microwave links. 

• Local loop allows the operator to connect to the end, using various kinds of 

technologies: DSL, cable, fibre to the home, 4G, WiFi, etc. In the case of fixed access, 

the local loop can be unbundled (often by the incumbent operator) so that competitors 

can use the infrastructure. 

• The retail activities of the service providers are the final link in the supply chain. They 

include general operations such as customer service, marketing, tariffing and billing. 

This value chain does not include services or content that would be transmitted to the end 

user by the broadband service. These services and content are hosted on remote servers, 

which send the required data by means of the supply chain as displayed in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Value chain of broadband services 

 

IGW = international gateway; IXP = Internet exchange point 

Source: Diffraction Analysis. 

 

Breaking down the cost of retail broadband solution into separate costs for each link of the 

supply chain is a complicated process, especially in general terms, without considering any one 

country in particular. Nevertheless, some generalizations can be made. 

In the case of South Africa in Figure 3, the backhaul and last mile (which includes domestic 

backbone network, local loop and retail broadband in Figure 2) represent only a limited length 

in the broadband supply chain, but its cost (per user) is considerable. This can be explained by 

the significant investment required to connect the end user for fixed broadband, as well as a 

lower mutualization of the infrastructure4 between users. Another noteworthy element is the 

ratio of the submarine (international) connectivity cost to the total. While it is not the largest 

investment cost, it is still significant, even though South African operators have access to seven 

different submarine cables.5 

  

                                                                 
4 The mutualization mode enables all the participants to operate a common facility. See Jose Marino Garcia and 

Tim Kelly, "The Economics and Policy Implications of Infrastructure Sharing and Mutualisation in Africa", World 

Development Report 2016 Background Paper, World Bank, November 2015. Available from 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/23643. 
5 ITU, ESCAP and ECOWAS, "ITU Interactive Terrestrial Transmission / ESCAP Asia-Pacific Information 

Superhighway Maps". Available from http://www.itu.int/itu-d/tnd-map-public/. 
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Figure 3: Distance and price breakdown of broadband networks in South Africa 

 

Source: mybroadband.co.za, June 2015. 

 

The specificity of each country affects the cost structure: 

• A country may have access to numerous submarine international links while another 

may be landlocked and have to rely on satellite solutions or limited terrestrial cables. 

The former will thus have access to much cheaper international bandwidth than the 

latter, all the more so if the international gateways are open to competition. The 

openness in international gateways can be a critical factor in determining costs and 

quality of services in the case of isolated countries, such as the Pacific islands. 

• The population density of a country plays a significant role in the cost of backhaul, but 

even more so in the cost of access networks. A small country with mostly dense 

population, multi-dwelling units (such as Singapore) will be easier to cover than a 

geographically vast country with mostly rural dispersed settlements. 

The impacts of all the different links of the broadband supply chain cannot be understood 

based on Figure 3 alone. In fact, international gateways are missing from this diagram, yet they 

can have substantial consequences on the pricing for end users. An international gateway 

usually acts as a go-between between international transit providers and domestic carriers. In 

order to benefit from this international transit, the service providers, however, often have to 

pay additional charges for complementary services, such as connection charges and co-

location for their backhaul equipment. 

 

2.3 Identifying Open/Closed International Gateways 

Various levels of openness can be observed in the value chain of international gateways. The 

categories defined by the ITU, as shown in Figure 4, provide a convenient approach to 

understanding various degrees of openness of international gateways: 
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• Monopoly – Only the incumbent operator can purchase international capacity from 

international carriers (e.g., from a submarine cable), and sell it to domestic carriers. 

Other operators do not have direct access to physical international links as only the 

incumbent can operate international gateways. Other operators rely on the incumbent 

operator’s offers, as they cannot even sell excess bandwidth to each other. In most 

countries where such monopolies exist, reference offers with price caps are pushed by 

the regulatory authorities. The lack of operational efficiency of the incumbent and 

artificially high margins may, however, hurt growth in the domestic broadband market. 

• Partial competition – A limited number of licences are issued to buy from players 

selling capacity on international links, or by leasing physical resources on these links. 

The licensees are the only ones allowed to sell to domestic service providers. The 

competition on international bandwidth would benefit the domestic broadband 

market. Licensees would have incentives to keep up with demand by investing in 

upgrades or new links, and developing satisfactory offers, while keeping costs down to 

maintain their market share. But the limited number of licensees may not trigger a 

truly competitive market. 

• Full competition – Any player can buy international bandwidth from carriers available 

on international links, and sell it to domestic service providers. The competition 

between transit providers spurs greater operational and price efficiencies. The 

purchase of bandwidth directly from international cables will likely be reserved to a 

few major players who can afford to buy capacity in bulk, but who will in turn develop 

offers matching the needs of smaller service providers. 
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Figure 4: Value chain of international gateways 

 

RSPs = retail service providers 

Source: Diffraction Analysis. 

 

It should be noted that in most markets, especially in the emerging markets and smaller 

economies, retail service providers (RSPs), except incumbents, may not have the critical mass 

to purchase the lowest possible capacity link from transit providers. This, in turn, creates a 

secondary market in which the incumbent—or if the market is at least partially opened, 

capacity brokers—purchase capacity in bulk and resell it to RSPs in smaller chunks. This 

generally creates a cost imbalance between the incumbent and smaller RSPs. In markets 

where the demand is high, that imbalance is likely to be low and have little impact on price 

differences (or margin levels) between different players. In markets where demand is low and 

base transit costs are high, the difference can be significant. 

One could argue that the highest degree of openness for international links is a direct access 

to the physical layer by the operator. Most of the time, the physical access to the link means 

renting dark fibre—or a given wavelength within the cable—by an operator or reseller. The 

said carrier would then connect its own equipment to the cables to benefit from the acquired 

bandwidth. However, submarine cable projects are often financed by private consortiums, and 
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as such are not obligated to resell access to the physical layer to third parties. In general, dark 

fibre and isolated wavelengths are mostly used by members of the financing consortium 

themselves, as well as by very large multinational carriers who would look at the capacity for 

regional rather than national needs. 

 

2.4 What Exactly do We Mean by “Open”? 

The term “open access” does not have a precise definition and can have various 

interpretations, depending on who is considering it. However, it is generally understood as 

transparent and non-discriminatory access to some resources of an operator’s network, 

mostly—but not limited to—passive physical infrastructure, in order to develop the 

competition of retail services. Open access can be implemented following a decision of the 

regulatory authority, or by the operator itself, when higher revenues are expected from it. 

In practice, the implementation of open access will take the form of a reference offer 

published by the operator in question. But having a reference offer is not always enough to 

introduce a real open access for other operators, as legal, commercial or technical issues may 

still hinder the development of competition. 

In an example of access to international links by means of submarine cables, as illustrated in 

Figure 5, hurdles can be found at various stages of the supply chain: 

• To be able to sell capacity in a given country, the members of the cable consortium (or 

any other player owning excess capacity on the cable) have to install line termination 

equipment in the landing station, where the fibre is available. The equipment must 

also be powered. This step is usually not a problem as it is the very purpose of the 

landing station, as long as the regulatory framework allows them to do it. 

• To be able to buy capacity from the landing station, domestic carriers must have 

transmission equipment within the premises of the landing station, which can prove 

complicated if the incumbent operator is unwilling to cooperate for the following 

reasons: 

o The lack of offer and/or process for the co-location of the service provider’s 

equipment, or even the provision of power is a major barrier for any player 

willing to buy capacity, even if international players have their line termination 

equipment in the landing station. While the service providers would be able to 

buy international bandwidth, they would not be able to access it and use it for 

their own customers. 

o Excessive prices for the co-location or connection of carrier equipment, or for 

power supply. Even if the price of international bandwidth is reasonable, 

service providers may encounter higher prices from additional services. 
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o Access to the premises of the landing station in order to install equipment. 

Service providers who wish to purchase international bandwidth from 

operators on the submarine cable need to move their equipment within the 

landing station and install them. Technicians have to access the premises to do 

so. The incumbent operator can prevent, or at least delay, the installation by 

excessive bureaucracy. 

• To assign the purchased capacity to their networks, the service providers also need a 

link to connect their equipment located in the landing station to one of their points of 

presence. This link can be fibre cables, ducts or even microwave links. By preventing 

the service providers from reaching their equipment on a reasonable cost basis, the 

incumbent operator can hinder the development of retail offers by competing 

operators. 

• Last but not least, a physical link is required to connect the equipment of the domestic 

service provider to the line termination equipment of the member of the cable 

consortium. This connection service is provided by the owner of the landing station, 

and can be associated with significant costs. 

 

Figure 5: Diagram of a submarine cable landing station 

 

PoP = point of presence 

Sources: ITU and Diffraction Analysis. 

 

This demonstrates that the publication of a reference offer establishing costs for international 

capacity interconnection may not be sufficient to set up a well-functioning open access offer. 

To ensure true open access and enable a healthy competition within the retail market, 

relevant services and processes have to be established to ensure non-discriminatory and price 

efficient access to the resources. 
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2.5 Common Regulatory Practices regarding International Gateways 

For a long time, the management of international gateways was considered a natural 

monopoly function of incumbent telecom operators. This was due to the level of investments 

required to set up an international gateway and the cost to operate the systems, be it satellite 

stations or submarine cables. Incumbent operators were often the sole provider of 

international connectivity—voice and data—at the national level. In the case of Internet 

traffic, the incumbent operator offered Internet service providers (ISPs) with wholesale 

international Internet bandwidth, and the Internet services were provided to end users by the 

service providers. For the rest of this report, a monopoly in international transit means that 

the incumbent operator is the sole player allowed to purchase capacity directly from the 

international capacity providers through an international gateway. 

To ensure that end users benefit from access to international gateways, various regulatory 

tools, such as price caps, equivalence of inputs 6  and quality monitoring, have been 

implemented for the above-mentioned wholesale offers of international Internet bandwidth. 

In addition to these regulatory obligations applied to the connectivity service itself, further 

obligations are often imposed to related services such as co-location spaces or interconnect 

service, so that relevant charges are not kept artificially high. In 2000, for example, the Info-

communications Development Authority (IDA) of Singapore 7  mandated the incumbent 

operator to provide co-location services to other service providers in its submarine cable 

landing stations. The connection services were, however, left to be negotiated on commercial 

terms between the players. The IDA reviewed this decision when a study of connection 

charges revealed that they were significantly higher than in other countries, and could 

constitute a bottleneck for providing international capacity. In 2002, the regulatory authority 

mandated the incumbent operator to provide connection services at cost-based rates, 

effectively reducing the charges by more than 90 per cent.8 

Reductions in infrastructure costs due to technological advances, as well as the development 

of broadband markets, pave the way for telecommunications market liberalization in many 

countries. It has been increasingly recognized by policymakers that monopolies do not have 

sufficient incentives to deliver cost-effective services and meet increasing demands. The 

                                                                 
6 According to a Canadian Network Operators Consortium report, equivalence of inputs is defined where 

“incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) and cable companies (cablecos) that control essential facilities 

provide wholesale services to internal and third party clients at the same price, quality, terms and conditions, 

and timescale, using the same systems and processes”. See Nordicity, "Implementing an Equivalence of Inputs 

Regime in Canada's Telecommunications Market", Canadian Network Operator's Consortium Inc., 31 January 

2014. Available from http://www.nordicity.com/media/2014923zexkgbzvt.pdf. 
7 In April 2016, The Info-communications Development Authority of Singapore (IDA) and the Media 

Development Authority of Singapore (MDA) was restructured to form the Info-communications Media 

Development Authority of Singapore (IMDA) and the Government Technology Agency (GovTech). 
8 IDA and ITU, International sharing: International gateway liberalization – Singapore’s experience (2008). 
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liberalization of international gateways is perceived as a way to enhance the quality of services 

while stimulating greater market efficiencies. 

As illustrated in Figure 6, the number of monopolies on international gateways in the world 

was reduced by half between 2005 and 2014, and a number of countries initiated a 

liberalization process for international gateways. These processes generally involve granting 

licences to other operators to enable the establishment of international gateways. In some 

cases where the size of the market was deemed small, the number of licences was restricted 

so as to allow a smooth transition towards a more competitive environment. 

 

Figure 6: Regulatory framework for international gateways in the world, 2005-2014

Monopoly = service provided exclusively by one operator;  

Partial competition = regulatory framework limits the number of licensees;  

Full competition= any company can be licensed to provide the service, no limit on number of licensees. 

Source: ITU ICT Eye, 2014. 

 

However, as shown in Figure 7, monopolies on international gateways still make a 

comparatively high proportion of service providers in Africa, Arab States and Asia-Pacific. 
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Figure 7: Regulatory framework for international gateways by region 

 

Source: ITU ICT Eye, 2014. 

 

2.6 Expected Impacts of Opening Up International Gateways 

In some markets, the incumbent itself operates as a retail monopoly. In this case, opening the 

international gateways to competition makes no difference in improving access and 

affordability, since there is little scope or incentive for competition to serve international 

bandwidth. It is commonly observed that markets with a monopoly tend to suffer from higher 

costs and/or lower quality of service than others. In the case of international transit, a 

monopoly tends to prevent the country residents and companies from getting affordable 

access and maximum benefits from Internet services by limiting access to international 

bandwidth and charging high prices. Higher costs of international transit translate into higher 

costs for retail operators to provide Internet services, which in turn mean higher prices for end 

users. If prices are set significantly above costs or income levels, a significant number of 

individuals, households or companies would not be able to connect to the broadband Internet, 

thus hampering the broadband expansion in the country, which has subsequently led to the 

aforementioned broadband divide. 

In this context, an opening of the international transit market should lead to more innovations, 

competitions and efficient market, leading to an increase in broadband expansion. The 

example of Bangladesh is striking: in February 2008, the Bangladesh Telecommunications 

Regulatory Commission awarded a licence to operate an international Internet gateway to a 

second service provider. In April 2012, the same regulator awarded 30 additional licences for 

international Internet gateway services. As shown in Figure 8, the growth of fixed broadband 

subscriptions was boosted both in 2008 and 2012. 
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Figure 8: Fixed broadband subscriptions in Bangladesh during liberalization of international 

gateways between 2007 and 2014

 

Sources: ITU and Diffraction Analysis. 

 

Additionally, a monopoly on an international gateway may lead to a loss in quality of service 

for the end user. First, an incumbent operator has by default less incentive to improve its 

services and keep up with latest technologies due to lack of competition. Second, higher costs 

would limit the available bandwidth per end user and the market tends to remain small. The 

liberalization process of international gateways in Azerbaijan allowed for a massive increase 

in the available international bandwidth per end user: in 2014, 5 years after the liberalization, 

it had been multiplied by more than 10 times (see Figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Impact of liberalization on international Internet bandwidth in Azerbaijan between 

2004 and 2014  

 

Sources: ITU and Diffraction Analysis. 

 

Furthermore, a monopoly over international gateways may limit competition in broadband 

services and prevent the emergence of new players. For example, an incumbent could be 

tempted to give preferential treatments to its own retail arm over its competitors, if the 

incumbent also operates in the retail market. This could result in excessive delays, arduous 

access to necessary resources (co-location, power), inconvenient access to premises and other 

hurdles for the competitors. Other players may thus experience delays, lesser quality of 

service or higher costs to access international capacity, making it hard for them to compete 

with the incumbent, and provide innovative and affordable services to end users. 

In some markets dominated by an incumbent monopoly, domestic carriers are not allowed to 

sell and purchase capacity between them. In this situation, the carriers depend only on the 

offers of the incumbent for the access to international transit. Smaller players may then have 

to pay for more capacity than they need, due to limited negotiation leverage, making it difficult 

to be price efficient and competitive. This is illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: International traffic market structure scenarios  
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Source: Diffraction Analysis. 

 

There is another aspect in which the lack of competition in international gateways hurts the 

quality of local broadband service—which is locally hosted content. In monopoly markets, 

local content providers often cannot peer with the incumbent operator (“why give away for 

free something you can sell?”). This forces content providers to buy transit from the 

incumbent operator to reach their customers, or to host the content outside of the country 

where transit is cheaper. This situation pushes content providers to host their websites and 

servers outside of the country in order to avoid local transit charges: this way, the Internet 

service providers will use their international bandwidth to retrieve the content from 

international IXPs for their users. 

An indicator developed by Pingdom provides some insight on the proportion of local content 

that translates in purely local traffic: the number of websites under the country domain name 

(e.g., .pk for Pakistan) that are hosted in the country. For example, only 20 per cent of the .pk 
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websites are actually hosted in Pakistan as compared to more than 95 per cent in the Republic 

of Korea, as illustrated in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Proportion of websites with specific country domain name hosted in the same 

country, 2013  

 

 

Sources: Diffraction Analysis and Pingdom, “People in South Korea really love onshore web hosting”, 

16 May 2013. Available from http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/05/16/onshore-web-hosting/. 

 

Accessing content by means of international links translates into a double penalty for the end 

users. Not only does it require international routing (which adds latency) and reliance on the 

ISP’s limited international bandwidth, but it may mean higher costs for end users, as the ISP 

has to add the cost of additional international transit to access local content. Additionally, it 

hinders the development of IXPs and data centres locally. A small local market for traffic 

exchange and content hosting would then limit further economic viability of such services, 

infrastructure development and innovation in the country. 

On the other hand, opening international gateways to competition could lead to lower local 

transit costs, which then lead to more content being hosted locally, be it from local or 

international content providers. This growing demand for hosting infrastructure and services 

would draw investment in local data centres and increase competitive hosting offerings, which 

would in turn improve the quality of service for customers. It would also reduce the 

international routing of traffic and rely more on domestic infrastructure, which would then 

reduce the demand for international bandwidth and cost associated with the bandwidth. 

In addition, international bandwidth would increasingly be used for traffic coming from truly 

international sources in a cost efficient manner. Higher revenues for retail providers and the 
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arrival of new entrants in the market would also lead to a higher overall investment in the 

telecom sector, especially in the upgrade of existing gateways and the creation of new ones 

to meet the demand. Following the liberalization of international gateways in Nigeria in 2006, 

a significant level of investment was carried out by the private sector, including a €675 million 

project by Globalcom to deploy three international gateways and to expand its network. 

 

2.7 Summary of the Impacts of Opening Up International Gateways 

In summary, various direct and indirect impacts can be identified from the opening of 

international gateways to competition: 

• A lower cost of international bandwidth in the country, due to the entrance of new 

players to the market, as well as the subsequent pursuit of operational efficiencies 

from the incumbent operator. The extent of potential cost reduction will depend on 

the margin held by the incumbent, and the loss of efficiency of the latter. 

In some cases, the liberalization of an international gateway alone may not be 

sufficient to significantly reduce the price of international bandwidth: the high 

investment required to connect the country (typically for islands) and/or the limited 

competition on international infrastructure may not allow the supply of cheap 

international connectivity. 

• A lower cost of retail broadband services, whether fixed or mobile, following the cost 

reduction in international bandwidth. RSPs may, however, take advantage of this cost 

reduction to increase their margin, and therefore the impact on the prices of retail 

offers would not be as important as expected. 

• A better quality of service for end users, because the competition would push the 

operators of international gateways to improve the quality of their services, compared 

to a monopoly situation. The lower cost of international transit would allow RSPs to 

buy more capacity, thus increasing the available international bandwidth per user. The 

acquisitions of international capacity by RSPs could in turn reduce the price of 

international capacity, due to a volume effect, setting in motion a virtuous cycle for the 

domestic telecom market. On account of a higher number of international capacity 

providers, and possibly of international gateways, the redundancy of international links 

would also improve and allow for a better reliability of Internet services. 

• More content hosted locally, which would improve both the quality of service for end 

users and help build a healthy hosting and peering economy in-country, thus creating 

an enabling Internet ecosystem. 
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• A more dynamic telecom sector, with more diverse players and offers for end users, 

more investment from players, more demand for broadband services and more 

innovative services: 

o Better quality and lower cost of broadband solutions would attract more 

customers, leading to more revenues for the RSPs, but also for the wholesale 

players, including more revenues from the incumbent’s backhaul network. 

o Opening of international gateways to competition would mean that new 

players would be able to offer international transit in a transparent manner, 

which would favour new entrants in the retail market. 

o Higher revenues for retail providers and the arrival of new entrants in the 

market would lead to a higher overall investment in the telecom sector. 

• On a medium- to long-term perspective, better quality and greater affordability of 

broadband services may attract international companies to invest in not only the 

telecom sector, but other industries as well. Indeed, the availability and affordability 

of quality broadband solutions are key criteria in the decision of international 

companies to invest in a given country. Increased revenues and investment from the 

telecom sector will also translate into higher tax revenues for the government, more 

employment opportunities, better services and positive spillover effects in other 

sectors. 

 

3. Reflections on International Internet Gateways 

Despite the aforementioned benefits in opening up international gateways to competition, 

the trends among the ESCAP countries do not indicate a linear move from monopoly to 

competition. ESCAP conducted an analysis of the current regulatory status of international 

gateways using available ITU and World Bank data. 

In the last decade, it was found that reductions in infrastructure costs enabled by technological 

advances and the expansion of broadband markets have exerted increasing pressure on 

regulatory authorities towards the liberalization of international gateways.  

Between 2005 and 2014, around 20 countries initiated a liberalization process for 

international gateways. These processes generally involve granting licences to other operators 

for the establishment of international gateways. In some cases, the number of licences is 

limited, to allow for a smooth transition towards competition, because the size of the market 

is not deemed sufficient for more licences. 
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On the level of liberalization in Asia and the Pacific, the World Bank published a recent report9 

in which it assessed various telecommunications indicators for a large set of countries. 

Particularly relevant to the topic of opening international Internet gateways is an indicator on 

the level of countries’ competition on international gateways for the years 2010 and 2015. 

Analysis of data on the ESCAP countries10 results in the distribution shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Level of competition on international gateways in 31 Asia-Pacific economies 

 

Note: International gateway is any facility that provides an interface to send and receive electronic 

communications traffic (i.e., voice, data, and multimedia images/video) between one country’s domestic 

network facilities and those in another country. Data are based on self-reported information submitted 

by country administrations to ITU. 

Source: Produced by ESCAP, based on World Bank, The Little Data Book on Information and 

Communication Technology 2017 (Washington, D.C., 2017). Available from 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/606191484194306157/The-little-data-book-on-information-

and-communication-technology-2017. 

 

While there are more ESCAP economies with competition on the international gateways over 

time, several Asia-Pacific economies still hold non-competitive gateway markets. On the one 

hand, some countries such as Cambodia, Hong Kong (China), Thailand and Vanuatu have 

introduced competitive international gateway regulations. On the other hand, international 

gateway markets in some countries (including Iran, Lao PDR and Myanmar) are characterized 

as a monopoly. Interestingly though, is an effort to boost digital connectivity between 

                                                                 
9 World Bank, The Little Data Book on Information and Communication Technology 2017 (Washington, D.C., 

2017). Available from http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/606191484194306157/The-little-data-

book-on-information-and-communication-technology-2017. 
10  The countries included in the dataset are: Australia, Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei Darussalam, 

Cambodia, China, Fiji, Georgia, India, Indonesia, Islamic Republic of Iran, Japan, Kazakhstan, Republic of Korea, 

Kyrgyzstan, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Marshall Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Myanmar, Nepal, New Zealand, 

Pakistan, Samoa, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, Vanuatu and Viet Nam. 
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Bangladesh and India—an international Internet gateway was constructed in Agartala, India 

in 2016. This is India’s third international Internet gateway after the ones in Mumbai and 

Chennai, connecting to Cox’s Bazar in Bangladesh. 

 

Box 1: International Gateways in Thailand  

In a commitment to the World Trade Organization to liberalize the telecom sector, 11  the 

Communications Authority of Thailand’s monopoly over international Internet gateway services 

ended in 2006. This led to a growth in the number of international gateway licensees and a major 

increase in international traffic. In addition, the new policy resulted in more affordable Internet 

connectivity and opportunities for alternative traffic routing. This marked a significant turning point 

for the Thai international Internet gateway market. A recent academic study12 concluded that the 

liberalization of the telecom sector in Thailand has led to enhanced competition and investment, 

and has expanded the capacity of the gateways to serve the rapid growth of the country’s Internet 

use. 

The total international bandwidth of Thailand as of October 2016 is estimated at 3,200 Gbps. The 

Network Technology Lab of the National Electronics and Computer Technology Center (NECTEC) 

provides a comprehensive overview of the country’s international Internet gateway bandwidth. 

 
Source: Internet Information Research Network Technology Lab of NECTEC, "Thailand International Internet Gateway 

Update". Available from 

http://internet.nectec.or.th/webstats/internetmap.current.iir?Sec=internetmap_current. 

Thailand, in alignment with its “Digital Thailand” vision, has recently approved a national digital 

economy master plan that encourages the country to constructively make use of digital technologies 

                                                                 
11 Dhiraphol Suwanprateep and Pattaraphan Paiboon, "Single gateway jitters", Bangkok Post, 12 October 2015. 

Available from http://www.bangkokpost.com/print/726680/. 
12 Settapong Malisuwan, Dithdanai Milindavanij and Noppadol Tiamnara, "Thailand's International Internet 

Gateway (IIG): Market and Development", International Journal of Advanced Research in Management, vol. 7, 

no. 1 (January-April 2016), pp. 24-33. Available from 

http://www.iaeme.com/MasterAdmin/uploadfolder/10220160701004/10220160701004.pdf. 
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to its full potential in the development of infrastructure, innovations and other resources. 

Infrastructure and effective Internet traffic management are key components of this master plan, 

encouraging the enhancement of international Internet gateways to at least 4,000 Gbps in a bid to 

promote Thailand as ASEAN’s Digital Hub.13 

 

Further analysis on the World Bank figures14 shows that the level of competition of Internet 

services in 37 Asia-Pacific economies has slightly improved between 2010 and 2015 (Figure 

13). However, the majority of ESCAP economies have introduced competition policies for their 

international gateways. 

 

Figure 13: Level of competition of Internet services in 37 Asia-Pacific economies 

 

Note: International gateway is any facility that provides an interface to send and receive electronic 

communications traffic (i.e., voice, data, and multimedia images/video) between one country’s domestic 

network facilities and those in another country. Data are based on self-reported information submitted 

by country administrations to ITU. 

Source: Produced by ESCAP, based on World Bank, The Little Data Book on Information and 

Communication Technology 2017 (Washington, D.C., 2017)15 

 

                                                                 
13 Royal Thai Government, “Committee for Digital Economy and Society approves National Digital Economy 

Master Plan”, 8 February 2016. Available from http://www.thaigov.go.th/index.php/en/government-

en1/item/99989-99989.html. 
14 The countries included in the dataset are: Afghanistan, Armenia, Australia , Azerbaijan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, 

Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Fiji, Georgia, India , Indonesia , Islamic Republic of Iran, Japan, Kazakhstan, 

Kiribati, Republic of Korea, Kyrgyzstan, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Marshall Islands, Federated States of 

Micronesia, Myanmar, Nepal, New Zealand , Northern Mariana Islands, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, 

Philippines, Samoa, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, Turkey, Tuvalu, Vanuatu and Viet Nam. 
15 http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/606191484194306157/The-little-data-book-on-information-

and-communication-technology-2017 
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Based on available data,16 ESCAP economies that have introduced competition policies for 

international gateways, have experienced the best performance (in terms of average fixed-

broadband and mobile-broadband subscriptions per 100 inhabitants—access to broadband), 

compared to partial competition and monopoly (see Figure 14). 

The ESCAP economies with monopolistic markets in international gateways experienced the 

lowest performance over time. The growth of access to fixed-broadband subscriptions 

between 2005 and 2010 shows that ESCAP countries that have introduced competition 

policies for international gateways experienced higher growth (+8 percentage points), 

compared to partial competition (+4.4 percentage points) and monopoly (+3.3 percentage 

points). A similar trend is observed for mobile-broadband, although the magnitude of growth 

(compared to fixed-broadband subscriptions) is larger, indicating the strong growth in the 

mobile phone industry in recent years. These descriptive trends lend strong support towards 

the argument that ESCAP economies with competition policies for international gateways are 

on average experiencing significantly faster growth in the fixed-broadband market. 

  

Figure14: Competition regulation on international gateway and broadband access in 

selected ESCAP economies* 

Average** Fixed-broadband subscriptions Average** Mobile-broadband subscriptions 

  

Source: ESCAP estimates based on World Bank, The Little Data Book on Information and Communication Technology 2017 

(Washington, D.C., 2017). Available from http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/606191484194306157/The-little-

data-book-on-information-and-communication-technology-2017. 

Notes: 

* Countries were selected based on two conditions: (1) only countries with available data in each year were included; and 

(2) in order to increase observations, all countries that retained similar market policy (competition, partial competition or 

monopoly) in each year were included. 

** Simple average. Due to limited data available, different years were used for fixed-broadband subscriptions (2005 & 

2015) and mobile-broadband subscriptions (2010 & 2015).  

                                                                 
16 World Bank and ITU, The Little Data Book on Information and Communication Technology 2017 (Washington, 

D.C., 2017). Available from http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/606191484194306157/The-little-

data-book-on-information-and-communication-technology-2017. 
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International gateway is any facility that provides an interface to send and receive electronic communications traffic (i.e., 

voice, data, and multimedia images/video) between one country’s domestic network facilities and those in another 

country. Data are based on self-reported information submitted by country administrations to ITU. 

Full competition: Australia; Azerbaijan; Bhutan; Cambodia; Fiji; Georgia; Hong Kong, China; India; Japan; Kazakhstan; 

Republic of Korea; Kyrgyzstan; Malaysia; New Zealand; Pakistan; Samoa; Singapore; Thailand; Tonga; Vanuatu; and Viet 

Nam. 

Partial competition: Bangladesh; Brunei Darussalam; China; Indonesia; Nepal; and Sri Lanka. 

Monopoly: Islamic Republic of Iran; Lao PDR; Marshall Islands; Micronesia; and Myanmar. 

 

At the same time, countries’ security concerns may affect the regulatory policy frameworks 

and operational aspects with regard to international Internet gateways. International 

gateways, serving as transition points between domestic telecommunication service networks 

and international networks, are gateways for services such as international voice and data 

traffics. As international gateways are the only points that Internet traffic flows in and out of 

the country, they play an important role in combatting cross-border network attacks and 

cybercrimes, and ensuring national security. In most countries in the region, it requires 

licences/permissions from regulator/authorities to construct or operate international 

gateways. Only very few countries have opened their international gateways to foreign 

investments. 

 

4. Conclusion 

This study examined the direct and indirect impacts expected from the opening of 

international gateways to competition. Based on specific country experiences, the study 

stated that opening of international gateways tend to provide a lower cost of international 

bandwidth in the country; a lower cost of retail broadband services; better quality of services 

to end user; increased local content; and a more dynamic telecom sector with increased 

subscriptions.  

The study also deduced that competing international links contribute to reasonable prices for 

international bandwidth, which is closer to costs with reasonable margins for international 

operators (as driven by competition). In addition, there is a business opportunity for smaller 

retail operators to access international capacity at reasonable rates while purchasing at their 

level of need. Lastly, enabling regulatory provisions that encourage transparent processes for 

the provision of complementary services in international gateways by the incumbent operator 

could be promoted. 

The Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway (AP-IS) is designed to promote open access, 

enabling policy and regulations and competition with the objective of enhancing availability, 

affordability, resilience and reliance of broadband networks in the region. The role of 

international gateways is critical in the process, in connecting people and services, promoting 
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their access to information and knowledge, and their empowerment for inclusive and 

sustainable development. 

Regional broadband connectivity is not a sum of national efforts. Careful planning, 

coordination and implementation among governments, private sector and other partners 

should be put in place from the beginning. In recognition of the need for regional cooperation, 

the inaugural session of the Committee on Information and Communications Technology & 

Science, Technology and Innovation, 17  held on 5-7 October 2016 in Bangkok, Thailand, 

endorsed the AP-IS Master Plan18 and Regional Cooperation Framework Document19  as a 

blueprint and guiding principle for regional broadband development.  

It is hoped that the findings of this study will feed into various forms of policy discussions 

among member countries and various stakeholders in the implementation of the AP-IS Master 

Plan. It is hoped that the study will also stimulate discussions at national, sub-regional and 

regional levels to review policy and regulations on international gateways, for the ultimate 

benefit of end users—current and future. 

 

                                                                 
17 ESCAP, "Committee on Information and Communications Technology & Science, Technology and Innovation, 

First Session". Available from http://www.unescap.org/events/committee-information-and-communications-

technology-science-technology-and-innovation-first. 
18 ESCAP, "Master Plan for the Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway", 5 September 2016 

(E/ESCAP/CICTSTI(1)/2). Available from http://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/pre-

ods/CICTSTI1_2E_rev1.pdf. 
19 ESCAP, "Asia-Pacific Information Superhighway Regional Cooperation Framework Document", 5 September 

2016 (E/ESCAP/CICTSTI(1)/3). Available from http://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/pre-

ods/CICTSTI1_3E_rev1.pdf. 


